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Several key characteristics

Multi-task data
How can we apply offline RL with no reward annotations?

Limited data with rewards + lots of unlabeled data

a big general-purpose dataset

+

limited task data

Unlabeled data, with  
no rewards

Avoids unsafe active 
data collection

Can use existing datasets 
to learn policies
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How Can We Leverage Unlabeled Data?
First stab: train a model of the reward function from limited labeled data, treat it as ground truth

reward prediction can be worse than discarding unlabeled data

discard unlabeled data reward model “oracle”

Can we devise a way to leverage unlabeled data to learn a 
better RL policy and circumvent exploitation?
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Unlabeled Data Sharing (UDS)
Super simple idea: Simply label unlabeled data 
with 0 reward (or minimal possible reward) 

Why can this even work at all?

• No reward exploitation, increases coverage

• Shouldn’t hurt when unlabeled data is identically distributed as labeled data

UDS works in quite a few settings,  
but can we do better?
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Reducing Reward Bias in UDS

Key insight: can offset induced reward bias by reweighting transitions

Problem: reward bias can dominate benefits due to coverage and more data

Discard unlabeled 
data; no reward bias

Optimal weighting; 
best of both

UDS; heavy reward bias 
but high coverage

Retains data but  
down-weights them

Can we find an 
optimized weighting?

Reward bias

Distributional shift

Sampling error

Conservative data  
sharing (CDS) can do this!

Yu*, K*, et al. Conservative Data Sharing for Multi-Task Offline Reinforcement Learning, NeurIPS 2021.
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How do UDS and CDS + UDS perform?
reward learning methods 

 from online RL reward model

”oracle” reward information

Utilizing naïve UDS is better than discarding data or using reward learning

CDS + UDS specifically increases performance of UDS on tasks with more bias
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Results on Multi-Task Offline RL From Images

”oracle” reward information

Performs comparable to oracle 
multi-task learning with only 

very few correct reward labels!

and we effectively leverage multi-task diverse data, in contrast to No Sharing…..
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• Hope that this provides a starting point for actually scaling up offline RL with  
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Thank You!

Paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.01741 
 
CDS:  https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.08128 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.01741
https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.08128

